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MAPPING PROPERTIES OF

RELATIVELY REGULAR OPERATORS

S. R. CARADUS1

ABSTRACT.   A relatively regular operator is one with closed comple-

mented range and nullspace.   It is shown that if   T   is relatively regular

and / is univalent on the spectrum of   T  with  /(0) = 0, then ¡(T)  is also

relatively regular.

In [2], Atkinson studied bounded linear operators  T  on Banach space  X

with the property that the equation  TST = T has a solution  S in  B(X); such

operators he called relatively regular.   It is well known that relatively regu-

lar operators are precisely those with closed complemented range and null-

space.  In fact, when  TST = T, then  TS is a projection onto  R(T) and  / - ST

is a projection onto  N(T).

1. In this note, we address ourselves to the following question: if T is

relatively regular, what can one say about p(T) when p is a polynomial or,

more generally, about f(T) when / is a function analytic on the spectrum of

T? At first, one is discouraged by the situation in Hilbert space; all opera-

tors with closed range are now relatively regular and examples are known of

the following situations:

(i)  bounded operator  T with closed range such that  T - kl does not

have closed range for any  A satisfying 0 .< |A| < 1;

(ii) bounded  T with closed range such that  T    does not have closed

range.

The following constructions show how to get such examples:

(i) Let  N  be any operator on Hilbert space such that N - kl does not

have closed range for any  A, |A| .< 1; we could, for example, take  L  (D),

where D  is the closed unit disc, and define  Nf(t) = tf(t).  Then define

T £ B(H®H) by the equation  T(f, g) = (0, / + Ng).   Then the range of  T  is
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0© H, whereas if 0 < |A| <   1, it is easy to verify that   T - kl does not have

closed range.  (This construction is essentially due to E. Asplund [l].)

2
(ii)  Let  N  be any operator on Hilbert space such that N    =0  and N

has closed range.  Let C be any compact operator such that NCN is not

finite dimensional.  Examples in  /    could be given by:   Ne, = e   ,   when  k

is odd, Ne, = 0  when  k is even; Ce.  = e,+./k  , where  \e. !°° is the  usual

orthonormal basis. Then NCNe, = e,, ,„/4&2.
k        4e + 2

Now for each A in the resolvent set of C, consider T = N(kl — C). Clear-

ly T has closed range. But T = —NCN(kI — C) has range equal to the range

of NCN  and so   T    does not have closed range.

It turns out that the most natural hypothesis which excludes the above

possibilities gives a positive result.  For our proof we need a lemma of

Atkinson [2], the proof of which is so simple that we reproduce it here.

Lemma.  Suppose that  T  is a bounded linear operator on Banach space

X and that for some bounded linear operator R, TRT — T is relatively regu-

lar.   Then  T  is relatively regular.

Proof.  Since  TRT — T is relatively regular, there exists a bounded

operator S such that

(TRT - T)S(TRT - T) = TRT - T.

But this equation can be rearranged to read

T\R - (RT -  I) SiTR - I)\T = T,

from which the conclusion follows.

We now can prove the main result.

Theorem 1.   Let  T be a relatively regular operator on Banach space  X.

Let f be a complex-valued function which is analytic and univalent on a

Cauchy domain D which contains the spectrum c(T) and {0!.  Then, if

/(0) = 0, the operator /(T), defined by means of the operational calculus, is

relatively regular.

Proof. Since / is analytic and univalent on D and /(0) = 0, we know that

f'(0) 4 0 and that there exists a function g, analytic and univalent on f(D) such

that g(f(k)) = A. Without loss of generality, we may assume / (0) = g (0) = 1. Now by

a well-known property of the operational calculus, we can write g(f(T)) = T. More-

over, g(A) can be written as g(A) = A - k h(k) fot some function h, analytic on

f(D). Hence

T = fiT) - ifiT)]2bifiT)) = fiT) - fiT)hifiT))fiT).
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From the Lemma, we deduce the required result.

Remark. Suppose that TST = T in the above theorem. Then we know

that there exists a bounded operator S such that f(T) S f(T) = f(T). By the

proof of the Lemma, we get an explicit formula for S:

S=h(f(T)) - lhifiT))fiT) - l]S[hifiT))fiT) - 1],

and hence formulas for projections onto the range and nullspace of fiT).

2.  The above results can be extended to unbounded operators in a rea-

sonably straightforward manner.  In such a case, we will call an operator

relatively regular if its range and nullspace are closed and complemented.

(The alternative definition could also be used but some care needs to be

taken with the domains of definition of the operators involved.)  Suppose

that  T is a closed unbounded relatively regular operator whose resolvent

set piT) is nonempty.  Let us fix  a 4 0  in  piT).   If f is analytic on an

open set  D  containing ff(7)  and also at infinity, and if / is univalent on

D, define

cbik) = fiak/ik-l)).

If D is the inverse image of D under the map A—>aA/(A — l), then it is

easy to check that cp is univalent and analytic on D . Moreover, we can

define fiT) by, writing

/(T) = 0(7(7- a/)"1),

observing that  7(7 - al)~     is bounded since it can be written as  / +

a(7 — a/)-   .  The conventional version [3] of the operational calculus of

unbounded operators is obtained by defining

i/XA) = fia + 1/A)     and    fiT) = i//[(7- a/)"1]-

It is not difficult to see that the two versions agree.

Finally, we observe that if  7  is an unbounded relatively regular oper-

ator, then  7(7 — al)~     is a bounded relatively regular operator, for both

have the same range, and if  P  is a projection onto the nullspace of 7, then

(7 — al) P (T — al)~     is a closed operator defined on all of X  and is hence

continuous; it is clearly a projection onto the nullspace of  7(7 — a/)-   .

We can therefore apply Theorem 1 to  cp and  7(7 - a/)~     and obtain

Theorem 2.  Let  T be a closed unbounded relatively regular operator

with nonempty resolvent set.   Let f be analytic and univalent on a Cauchy

domain D  containing a(T), and let f be analytic at infinity.   Then, if /(0) =

0, the operator f(T)   is relatively regular.
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3.  The case of polynomials  piT) when  7  is an unbounded relatively

regular operator is not included in the above theorem and my efforts to

settle this case have been unsuccessful.   By a simple argument, however, we

can settle the Hilbert space case.  For if p  is univalent on rj(7) and

p(0) = 0, then all the other zeros of p must lie in the resolvent set of  7

and hence we can write

p(T) = {T- kAiT- k2) ■■■ iT-kk)T

from which it is easy to deduce that if  7  has closed range, so does  piT).
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